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The changing academy landscape

• Strong multi academy trusts are the best way to advance 

education for the public benefit and can deliver clear 

benefits for teaching & pupil outcomes

• Strong multi-academy trusts pool and mobilise expertise 

and knowledge, and sharing key resources to improve 

frontline teaching and pupil support

• Moving, over time, to a system in which every school will 

ideally be part of a family of schools in a strong multi 

academy trust

• Moving from a dual system towards a single model of all 

schools within a trust

• No fixed trajectory – no hard target, nor legislation to 

compel schools to convert to academies or join MATs, 

except when failing

• Support for vulnerable schools to work alongside MATs

• Hard collaboration – a group of schools working together 

with a single aim, supporting each other, and the trust is 

accountable for them all
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The academies programme continues to grow

• As of the 1st November 2021, there are 9,784 academies and free schools 

(9,354 a year ago). Academies and free schools make up:

• 79% of secondary schools 

• 38% of primary schools 

• 43% special schools and 46% alternative provision 

• 88% of academies and free schools are in multi-academy trusts (83% three 

years ago). 

• The average multi academy trust now has 6.2 academies (4.9 three years 

ago). 

• As of March 2021, 75% of sponsored primary and secondary academies 

that have been inspected are ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’. Only 1 in 10 

predecessor schools of sponsored academies were judged ‘Good’ or 

‘Outstanding’ before converting to sponsored academies.

• RSC oversight with ESFA continues, along with other functions of 

overseeing opening of new schools and school improvement programmes
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We see multi academy trusts doing excellent 

work across the country

There is growing evidence of MAT strength in the system

MATs are working more outside their own schools

• To support vulnerable schools (TSI, NLEs, NLGs)

• Working with LAs and Dioceses 

MATs are growing sensibly and locally 

• With schools that need support 

• Bringing capacity into trusts (good schools and SATs)

• Considering growth and consolidation of smaller trusts 

MATs and sector supporting themselves more 

• Growing the capacity of the sector 

• Trust to trust networks 

An ongoing process: recent evidence of feedback on what it is like to join a MAT
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Opportunities and reflections

• Covid – management, response and recovery

• A great opportunity to create a better school 

system

• More trialling and ‘pre-Trust’ work

• More coherence to School to School support 

offer

• Implications for LAs

• Need for communications and celebration

• Advisory Board elections
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There are many examples of trusts supporting schools 
beyond their trust

• 176 vulnerable schools, in the West Midlands, have accepted the 

formal offer of support from another school or trust so far 

• Learning for Life in Cheshire have provided school support to 

maintained schools that have requested help at no cost, as part of 

their system leadership role. 

• Robin Hood MAT operating in Birmingham and Solihull, established a 

virtual school during the pandemic (the Learning Project with STEM 

learning UK and the Warwickshire Library Service), providing free 
resources for teachers to support learning at any school in the Country

• A collection of trusts, (50 schools) across all age ranges have been 

collaborating in the region on recovery and how catch up programmes 

can be designed. Areas of work include: the effective use of DfE 

funding, collectively designing quality first education packages which 

address disparities in education, addressing social and physical issues 
that may have been developed by pupils 
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